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QA tasks
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Task Passage given
Task-specific 

reader training
Task-specific 

retriever training

QA yes yes n/a

OpenQA no yes maybe

Few-shot QA yes no n/a

Few-shot OpenQA no no maybe

Your situation:

1. During development, you have gold Q/A pairs.

2. At test time, all you have is Qs – no gold passages or other associated data.

3. You cannot train any LLMs: all you can do is in-context learning with frozen models.



GPT-3 paper: Few-shot QA
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only on moonlit nights



GPT-3 paper: Few-shot QA
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only on moonlit nights



Q: Who is Bert?

A:
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Retrieve-then-read

Retrieved 
Context: Bert and Ernie are 
Muppets who live together.



Q: Who is Bert?

A:
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Few-shot retrieve-then-read

Retrieved 
Context: Bert and Ernie are 
Muppets who live together.

A: Kermit is one of the 
stars of Sesame StreetTrain or retrieved 

Q: Who is Kermit?Train

Context: Kermit is one of 
the stars of Sesame StreetTrain or retrieved 
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Set-up
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SQuAD for “train” and dev
• SQuAD provides some “train” data containing gold Q/A pairs with gold passages 

that you can use for demonstrations.
• SQuAD also provides a dev set of Qs with gold As that you can use to simulate 

your actual situation.
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Direct us of lm (mostly not done)
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Templates
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Sampled SQuAD demos



Prompt-based generation
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Retrieval with ColBERT
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Few-shot OpenQA
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Use this decorator so that 
programs donʼt modify examples!

Programs operate on single 
dsp.Example instances

k random 
demonstrations

The qa_template 
we defined on 
slide 12

The generator function
dsp.Completions, which 
have an answer attribute 
supplied by qa_template



Assignment questions

• Both of the assignment questions are DSP programs like the 
one we just walked through:
a. Question 1: Few-shot OpenQA with context
b. Question 2: Using annotate

• Your original system can then be an original DSP program 
(though this is not required).

• The DSP intro.ipynb walks through additional advanced 
programs for hard QA problems. 
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https://github.com/stanfordnlp/dsp/blob/main/intro.ipynb

